Reaction-diffusion-advection media on semi-infinite domains are important in chemical, biological and ecological applications, yet remain a challenge for pattern formation theory. To demonstrate the rich emergence of nonlinear traveling waves and stationary periodic states, we review results obtained using a membrane reactor as a case model. Such solutions coexist in overlapping parameter regimes and their temporal stability is determined by the boundary conditions (periodic vs. mixed) which either preserve or destroy the translational symmetry, i.e., selection mechanisms under realistic Danckwerts boundary conditions. A brief outlook is given at the end.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reaction diffusion (RD) models are known to exhibit universal self-organized patterns, such as spiral and solitary waves, standing-wave labyrinths, and oscillating spots [1] [2] [3] . As such, the seminal work of Turing [4] and its extensions [5] [6] [7] [8] ) became central in the theory of pattern formation [9] and led to myraid of fundamental insights into to pattern selection mechanisms that show up across many fields of applied science. Yet, in cases where the pattern forming instabilities are sub-critical, i.e., nonlinear instabilities, several distinct spatially nonuniform states may be found to coexist under the same conditions. The selection mechanisms in these situations are still intriguing open problems [10] .
A fundamental and realistic extension of RD media is the inclusion of a unidirectional reactant supply and product removal, i.e., transport by advection at different rates. Such a class of problems is often referred to as a reaction-diffusion-advection (RDA) medium. Mathematically, the advective fields destroy the translational symmetry of the system and thereby, distinguish between absolute instabilities (like in RD case) and convective instabilities [11] , which belong to the class of nonlinear instabilities [12] . RDA systems exhibit not only a wide range of traveling and solitary waves but also stationary nonuniform patterns under certain BCs . This review focuses on the nonlinear selection mechanisms in the presence of multiple co-existing solutions, which include the effects imposed by BCs. Understanding these mechanisms is an intriguing problem in pattern formation theory.
Systems involving RDA processes may arise in a broad class of applied sciences, including tubular reactors [37] , axial segmentation in vertebrates [38] , biochemical oscillations in the amoeboid organism Physarum [35] , au-The theoretical effort to date has mainly been devoted to the region in the proximity of the instability. This approach leaves many questions unresolved, such as the effect of nonlinear instabilities and boundary conditions on spatiotemporal dynamics, such as discussed in [12, 31, 34, 43, [45] [46] [47] [48] . In pursuit of the pattern selection mechanism at work, we set out to review the methods of spatial dynamics and how they serve as a powerful framework for analyzing problems of this type: bifurcation analysis of nonuniform states coupled with numerical continuation and temporal eigenvalue computations to identify the stability of the obtained solutions. The objective is to provide a brief description of the distinct from RD, nonlinear pattern selection mechanisms of traveling waves (TW), pulses, and stationary periodic (SP) patterns under a semi-infinite one dimensional spatial domain (1D), with periodic or Danckwerts-type BCs. Further details may be found in [49] [50] [51] .
II. CATALYTIC MEMBRANE REACTOR BY SHEINTUCH AND NEKHAMKINA
We demonstrate the following results through a model of a pseudo-homogeneous catalytic membrane reactor [37] in which a single first order exothermic reaction occurs, or a simple flow reactor with two consecutive reactions A −→ B −→ C, where the first reaction proceeds at a constant rate; similar model has been also used for a one-dimensional tubular cross-flow reactor describing A → B + heat [52, 53] . The reactants in a reactor are supplied along the systems to avoid temperature runaway or poor selectivity that may be associated with feed at one point. The mass and energy balances can be written in dimensionless form [20, 54] 
Le ∂v ∂t
where
describes a simple a first order exothermic reaction of Arrhenius kinetics and is being used for many reactor design problems, for understanding instabilities, explosions and cool flames [7, 37] . In (1) u(x, t) stands for conversion (u = 1 implies zero reactant concentration) and can be viewed as a fast inhibitor while v(x, t) is the temperature or a slow activator in the context of RD systems, Da is the Damköhler number describing the rate of an activated reaction (Arrhenius kinetics [55] ), Le is the Lewis number that is associated with the ratio of solidto fluid-phase heat capacities (assumed to be large), and P e is the Péclet number that is associated with the ratio of convective to conductive enthalpy fluxes (assumed to be large to support steep gradients).
Cross-flow systems are semi-infinite, so that the BCs correspond to mixed at the inlet
and no-flux at the outlet
where L is the physical domain size, and a u,v , b u,v and g u,v are real constants. The realistic BC of Danckwerts type [56] correspond to
Notably, equations similar to (1) also describe the highswitching asymptote of a loop reactor, where the feed is periodically switched between several units [57] , but the BC in this case are periodic.
Direct numerical integrations of (1) with (3) show that traveling waves, pulses, and stationary periodic patterns are persistent solutions of the system, as summarized in the parameter space that is presented in Fig. 1 ). The rest of this review is devoted to examination of the pattern selection mechanisms that operate in systems of the type described by (1).
III. LINEAR THEORY
It is useful to start with an infinite domain in which traveling waves emerge from a finite wavenumber Hopf bifurcation about a uniform steady state, (u, v) = (u 0 , v 0 ), which result from
These uniform solutions are organized in a cusp bifurcation, i.e., they exhibit mono-or bi-stability, where the coexistence regime, under variation of Da, lies in between two saddle nodes Da [55] , as depicted in Fig. 2 .
A. Dispersion relation and instability to traveling waves
Linear stability analysis to periodic perturbations about the uniform state (u 0 , v 0 ) is approached by examining
where σ is the (complex) perturbation growth rate, k > 0 is the wavenumber, c.c. denotes a complex conjugate, and h.o.t. stand for high order terms. The standard calculation yields two dispersion relations σ ± (k), of which only 
)] and is found to be negative at both onsets. However, this analysis is incomplete, as in RDA systems the type of instability can be either convective or absolute [11, 12, 47] , but since the interest here is in pattern formation far from instability onsets, the reader is referred to [43] . In the absence of differential flow, i.e., in RD media, the finite wavenumber Hopf bifurcation is encountered in a three-component system with at least two diffusing fields [58] [59] [60] , giving rise to both traveling and standing waves [61] . Here, the advective terms in (1b) break the spatial reflection symmetry of right-left propagating waves so that only one family is selected. This breaking of symmetry also precludes the emergence of standing waves.
Although linear theory predicts emergence of traveling waves, direct numerical simulations of Eq. 1 show several intriguing features of the pattern selection mechanisms:
Periodic BC: Figure 3 (a) shows that for Da Da + W , the instability is of convective type and smallamplitude traveling waves propagating towards the outlet emerge. As Da is decreased toward Da − W the instability becomes absolute but the propagation direction of the TW changes toward the inlet. When Da is decreased further the period of the TW increases and large amplitude TW persist also below Da − W , even though the uniform solution (u 0 , v 0 ) is linearly stable. Surprisingly, by controlling the initial perturbation and domain size, it is possible to obtain counter-propagating outletbound TW with a much shorter period that coexist with the inlet-bound waves at Da < Da Consequently, to understand the emergence of the above nonlinear patterns, and additionally other possible solutions, it is useful to exploit the spatial dynamics framework which, when used along with numerical continuation methods, allows efficient mapping of both stable and unstable solutions from which one can identify the pattern selection mechanisms.
B. Spatial dynamics
Spatial dynamics is a powerful methodology that allows exploiting the tools developed for ordinary differential equations (ODE) for analysis of nonuniform states in the spatially extended contexts to reveal the coexisting solutions in the parameter space of the problem; the stability properties of these solutions are obtained in the next stage by solving a temporal eigenvalue problem. This theoretical approach was shown to be useful for uncovering a number of complex nonlinear mechanisms, such as pattern formation in the presence of homoclinic snaking, both in dissipative [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] and variational [68, 69] model equations.
For propagating solutions such as those observed in RDA, it is useful to consider (1) in a co-moving frame, ξ = x − ct, where c is the group velocity with the sign obtained by the dispersion relation at the onset, c
the time independent version of (1) reads, in the first (1) with periodic boundary conditions represented as space-time plot, where dark color indicates larger v values. Reprinted from [50] .
order ODE form, as
Analysis of (5) also involves, as the first step, a linear analysis about the uniform states:
Knowledge of the spatial eigenvalues reveals information about the onsets and characteristics of both propagating (with c = 0) and stationary (with c = 0) nonuniform states. For example, the finite wavenumber Hopf instabilities that have been identified earlier at Da = Da pure imaginary pair eigenvalues (of the Hopf type) coexists with a zero eigenvalue [of a fold of the uniform state (u 0 , v 0 )] and the so-called Belyakov point (at which a saddle focus of the linearized fixed point becomes a saddle) that represents the collision of the complex eigenvalue pair (×) on the real axis [70, 71] Fig. 5(c) ]. As will be shown next, these bifurcations will help to explain some of behaviors obtained via direct numerical integration.
IV. TIME DEPENDENT NONLINEAR SOLUTIONS
Since Da + W is a super-critical bifurcation (i.e., an instability small amplitude T W + ), weakly nonlinear analysis in the form of a complex Ginzburg-Landau equation was used to understand the emergence of both TW and the SP solutions [43] . Figure 6 demonstrates the respective computation using the spatial dynamics method and shows agreement with direct numerical integration. Yet, as in RD systems, this analysis cannot capture features that emerge at large distances from the onset, i.e., velocity changes of TW and the rich variety of patterns in the sub-critical regime of Da − W . Thus, the investigation of distinct solutions that emerge from the spatial bifurcations with either c ± W = 0 (TW) or c ± W = 0 (SP) can be more efficiently advanced via numerical continuation methods, where c is obtained by a nonlinear eigenvalue problem on periodic domains. Temporal stability of such solutions is computed via a standard numerical eigenvalue method using the time-dependent version of (5) in the co-moving frame and also by checking large domains L = nλ for secondary instabilities, where L is the domain size, λ = 2π/k is a single period of TW or SP, and n is an integer. For clarity, the bifurcation diagrams are plotted in terms of a norm :
where y i account for equation variables (here u, v, w) and y i denote derivatives with respect to the argument (here ξ).
A. Counter propagating traveling waves
Primary T W ± solutions arise from the two onsets Da ± W as periodic bifurcating orbits (Fig. 7) , with respective fixed periods of λ After an additional fold (at the rightmost) end it terminates on the linearly unstable top branch of (u 0 , v 0 ) (Fig. 7) . This branch also represents a Hopf onset, but there is no bifurcation analogous to that which appears in (1). Stable solutions along T W − branch correspond mostly to c < 0 (right-and left-moving propagating waves). The sub-critical nature of the T W − branch agrees with the direct numerical integration of Eq. (1) (Fig. 3) . The coexistence of stable T W ± for Da − W < Da < Da + W explains the transition from down-to up-stream propagating waves, see Fig. 3 .
Similarly to RD systems [63, 67, 72] , and as also indicated by direct numerical integration, the sub-critical The nonuniform solutions were numerically computed using Eq. 5 with P e as a control parameter and on periodic domains. Traveling waves (TW) emerge from a finite wavenumber Hopf bifurcation at P e = P eW . Stationary periodic (SP) solutions emerge from P e = P eH . The insets represent the real (solid line) and the imaginary (dashed line) parts of the respective dispersion relations using (1) regime Da < Da − W also supports a multiplicity of secondary solutions with λ = λ ± W . While we portray only two of such secondary branches [ Fig. 8(a) ], there are infinitely many solutions , each of which corresponds to a different period. An efficient way of tracking secondary periodic solutions is to compute a nonlinear dispersion relation [73] , i.e., a locus of nonlinear solutions in the (c, λ) plane at fixed Da value. This is done in the subcritical regime of T W − , since secondary wavenumbers that bifurcate from Da Da − W inherit the subcriticality of the primary periodic states [63] . The resulting dispersion relation admits two branches of periodic orbits with positive and negative velocities [see Fig. 8(b) ]. Notably, the rightmost fold corresponds to downstream propagating T W with periodicity slightly larger than T W + , see point (B) in the top inset in Fig. 8(a) . Continuation indeed shows that these secondary periodic orbits emerge from Da > Da − W and terminate super-critically as small amplitude states at Da < Da + W . As a comparison, we have followed another periodic orbit with a moderately larger period (marked as (A), as also shown in Fig. 8) .
The computation of these periodic orbits remains incomplete, as it traditionally requires knowledge of pattern selection on large domains, where L is much larger than the critical periodic solutions. Analysis of temporal stability to long wavelength perturbations (L = nλ, n > 1 so that L > 10 at least) shows that the stability region shrinks due to bifurcation points accumulating at Da values that are different than those obtained for L = λ. The small slope of branch (B) in vicinity of c = 0 agrees with the competition between the upstream T W − and downstream T W + families and their slow propagation speed at Da values that are close to Da + W [see Fig. 3(a) ]. In addition, it explains the emergence of upstream moving T W , with a period larger than λ + W , that is associated with the coexisting secondary T W solutions, i.e., branch (A) in Fig. 8 .
B. Pulses: Waves with infinitely large period
In addition to TW solutions, Eq. (1) admits propagating pulses (solitary waves), which in the context of Eq. (5), correspond to homoclinic orbits in space. Figure 8(b) shows that both branches in the nonlinear dispersion relation extend to large periods. Solutions that belong to a branch with c < 0, approach a Shil'nikovtype homoclinic orbit [74] , with monotonic excitation at the front and an oscillatory decay at the rear, see the profile ( ) in Fig. 8(b) . Since the pulse shape does not change with an increased period , we regard this solution as a homoclinic orbit, i.e., λ → ∞. Indeed linearization about the uniform steady state yields a pair of complex eigenvalues (µ ± , with Re(µ ± ) < 0) as well as one real (µ r > 0) where |Re(µ ± )| < µ r , to a property of Shil'nikov homoclinic orbit. Continuation in (Da, c) with a large fixed period (λ λ − W ) yields a branch of stable single pulse states (c < 0) extending over a large interval (Da < Da Fig. 9 ]; this branch is not shown in Fig. 8 .
The second class of large period solutions, see branch with c > 0 in the nonlinear dispersion relation, exhibits additions of spatial peaks to the profile as the period increases and therefore is homoclinic to a limit cycle, see profile ( ) in Fig. 8(b) . Continuation of this solution below Da = Da − W , results in bounded states of two peaks with c < 0, as shown in Fig. 9(c) . As Da is decreased, the distance between the two pulses increases, as depicted by Reprinted from [50] .
profile (d).
In the context of (1), solitary waves, which include the aforementioned double peaks, are triggered for Da < Da − W via a localized finite amplitude perturbationas demonstrated in Fig. 10 . For these solutions, direct numerical integrations show that the inter-spacing between pulses increases as Da is decreased. Stability of double pulse states should not come as a surprise, since nonmonotonic dispersion relations [see Fig. 8(b) ] often admit such a property [75] . Under Danckwerts BC, stationary long wavelength bounded states still persist. However, the number of peaks within the bounded state depends on the number of initial perturbations.
Surprisingly, solitary waves in RDA system can in fact propagate bidirectionally without changing their profile. Therefore, we distinguish between excitable (upstream) and drifting (downstream) propagations, as shown in Fig. 11 . The drifting pulses are associated with a convective instability by suppression of the excitation at the fast front (ξ → −∞) and enhancement of weak deviations at the slow front (ξ → ∞). The drifting pulses exist for B * < B < B 0 , and have similar profiles along the stable branch as the standard excitable pulses, see Fig. 1 . This phenomenon is qualitatively different and cannot occur in a typical RD system (Le = 1) where the pulses always propagate with a fast excitation at the leading front [15, 76, 77] . From physicochemical reasoning, the drifting pulses arise at low reaction-rate regimes of the activator, Da, and low exothermicity B, see Fig. 1 . Under such conditions the excitation of nearest neighbors is suppressed due to the advective flow and the drifting pulse is no longer excitable since the leading front now develops from the rest state as a small amplitude perturbation. Drifting pulses appear to inherit the properties of excitable pulses. The latter are important characteristics of the organization and interaction of solitary waves [78] [79] [80] , and are detected here around B = B b , the Belyakov point [70, 71] , see Fig. 5(c) . At this point, and with an appropriate speed, the spatial eigenvalues correspond to one positive real (associated with ξ → −∞) and a degenerate pair of negative reals (associated with ξ → ∞). Below B b , the degeneracy is removed but the eigenvalues remain negative reals (a saddle) while above B b they become complex conjugated corresponding to a saddle focus (a Shil'nikov-type). The interchange of eigenvalues implies a transition from a monotonic to an oscillatory dispersion relation and a monotonic (in space) approach of the homoclinic orbit to the fixed point as ξ → ±∞, which also implies coexistence of bounded-pulse states for B > B b [78] [79] [80] .
V. PINNING AND STATIONARY NONUNIFORM SOLUTIONS
Stationary solutions cannot be associated with any temporal instability such as a dispersion relation. Yet, using (5), SP solutions are found to also correspond to branches. These branches are marked by dashed lines, since, in the case of (1) with periodic BC, these states inherit the instability of the steady state (u 0 , v 0 ). The top inset in Fig. 12(a) shows that the period of the SP + solutions slowly increases as Da is decreased, and as Da approaches Da hom 0, there is a rapid increase in the period toward a homoclinic orbit, as demonstrated in the respective profiles in Figs. 12(b,c) . As the SP solutions approach the homoclinic orbit, they pass through the Belyakov bifurcation [ Fig. 5(c) ]. While this allows for multi-pulse stationary states as characteristic solutions of (1), evidently they can be stable only on non-periodic domains and near the inlet. Figure 13 shows, via direct numerical integration, that the wavelengths agree with those obtained by spatial dynamics analysis. Specifically, near Da hom the short wavelength perturbations in the vicinity of the inlet decay to a rest state (u 0 , v 0 ), while only long period perturbations, develop to a stationary striped state with a large period. 
VI. SUMMARY
The objective of the review was to demonstrate the key pattern selection mechanisms that operate on nonlinear patterns in RDA systems with mixed BC on semi-infinite 1D domains. The approach that is most efficient for this purpose is spatial dynamics. This approach, coupled with numerical continuation, deduces the properties of spatially periodic and localized solutions in a co-moving coordinate transformation on periodic domains. Many of the solutions are model independent, since they are organized around global bifurcations, which constrain the system to certain predictable typed of behavior, such as homoclinic orbits. Several of the phenomenon have indeed been observed numerically in other RDA systems, such as FitzHugh-Nagumo [27, 30] , Gray-Scott [21, 29] , and Brusseletor [17] models. Notably, although RDA systems may resemble electro-migration of interacting electrically charged species, such as microemulsion and colloids [81] [82] [83] , they pose a fundamental difference, since the electrical balance due to Coulombic interactions must take into account also the Poisson equation. The latter framework is thus, belongs to a distinct class of parabolic-elliptic models and while some properties may persist under certain condition, comparison of the two media should be carefully examined [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] .
The main results can be summarized as following:
(i) Non-periodic BC, such as Danckwerts type, break the translational symmetry of TW and stabilize SP states, an alternative mechanism which leads to Turing-type patterns [89] ;
(ii) The presence of a sub-critical, finite wavenumber Hopf bifurcation gives rise to upstream propagating TW and solitary waves. The latter are homoclinic orbits in space, which act as generic organizing centers of (nonuniform) spatial solutions [74, 90, 91] .
We hope that the survey provided here will be useful for exploring in greater detail autocatalytic systems that include a differential flow, high number of variables and diffusing subsets, mass conservation, non-local interactions, higher co-dimension bifurcations and applications thereof [87, [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] .
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